Introduction
Multiple access (MA) technique is a major building block of the cellular systems. Through the MA technique, the users can simultaneously access the physical medium and share the finite resources of the system, such as spectrum, time and power. Due to the rapid growth in demand on data applications in mobile communications, there has been extensive research to improve the efficiency of cellular systems. A significant part of this effort focuses on developing and optimizing the MA techniques. As a result, many MA techniques have been proposed systematically over the years, and some of these MA techniques are already been adopted in the cellular system standards such as Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA), Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA), Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) and Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA). There are many factors that determine the efficiency of the MA technique such as spectral efficiency, low complexity implementation as well low envelope fluctuations.
Mainly, the MA techniques can be categorized into orthogonal and non-orthogonal MA. In orthogonal MA techniques, the signal dimension is partitioned and allocated exclusively to the users, and there is no Multiple Access Interference (MAI). For non-orthogonal MA techniques, all the users share the entire signal dimension, and there is a MAI. Thus, for non-orthogonal transmission, more complicated receiver is required to deal with the MAI comparing to orthogonal transmission. Non-orthogonal MA is more practical in the uplink scenario because the base station can afford the Multiuser Detection (MUD) complexity. On the other hand, for downlink, orthogonal MA is more suitable due to the limited processing power at the user equipment. Many non-orthogonal MA techniques have been overlooked due to the implementation complexity. Evidently, the recent advancements in signal processing have opened up new possibilities for developing more sophisticated and efficient MA techniques. Thus, more advanced MA techniques has been proposed lately. However, in order to adopt these new MA techniques in the mobile communication systems, many challenges and opportunities need to be studied.
Low Density Spreading
One of these promising non-orthogonal MA techniques is the Multicarrier-Low Density Spreading Multiple Access (MC-LDSMA) technique [1] [2] [3] . In MC-LDSMA, Low Density Spreading (LDS) codes are used for transmission, where each user spreads its data on a small set of subcarriers. There is no exclusivity in the subcarriers allocation and more than one user can share each subcarrier. The interference pattern at the receiver will generate a low density graph, and graph theory based techniques can be utilized [4] . The main features of the LDS scheme can be summarized as follow [1] :
• At each subcarrier, a user will have relativity small number of interferers comparing to the total number of users. Consequently, the search space will be smaller and more complex MUD techniques can be implemented.
• Higher Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) can be achieved at each subcarrier, which results in reliable detection process.
• Each user will experience interference from different users at different subcarriers, which results in interference diversity by avoiding strong interferers to destroy the signal of a user on all the subcarriers.
• Belief propagation based MUD can be implemented with linear complexity in the number of subcarriers [4] .
Accordingly, benefiting from these features, MC-LDSMA demonstrated a remarkable link-level performance, in terms of Bit Error Rate (BER), comparing to many exist MA techniques [1] [2] [3] . Hence, the transmission power required to achieve specific Qualityof-Service (QoS) is less comparing to another MA techniques, which means longer battery life and more cell coverage [2, 3] .
Unlike conventional spreading schemes such as MC-CDMA, there are no auto-correlation or cross-correlation constraints on the LDS codes. In fact, random LDS codes have shown to achieve BER close to the single-user bound [1] . Consequently, there is a big room to be exploited in the LDS codes design. This flexibility includes the LDS codes' phases, subcarrier allocation, and power allocation. For instance, the MC-LDSMA inherits the high envelope fluctuations drawback of multicarrier communications, which is more critical for the uplink case due to the limited power of the user equipment. The LDS codes' phases can be optimized to reduce the envelope fluctuations. Using simple yet efficient phasing scheme, the envelope fluctuations of MC-LDSMA signals are significantly reduced [2, 3, 5] .
The aforementioned advantages of MC-LDSMA are mainly from the link-level perspective, which were the main motivations for the design of the LDS technique [1, 4] . However, there is another advantage of MC-LDSMA from the system-level perspective that can be exploited to improve the system performance. MC-LDSMA offers an opportunity to dynamically allocating the subcarrier and power without affecting the receiver performance [6] . Due to the limitations of radio resources such as spectrum and power, optimal utilization of these scarce resources is essential in cellular systems. Radio resource allocation can plays a key role in optimizing the performance of MC-LDSMA system by exploiting the frequency and multi-user diversity gains. One important metric in radio resources allocation is the users' sum-rate. However, using sum-rate as optimization criterion is not fair for users with bad channel conditions, i.e. cell-edge users. Considering fairness in orthogonal MA, such as OFDMA, reduces the user' sumrate because the subcarriers that allocated to cell-edge users are not available for users close to the base station. On the other hand, in MC-LDSMA technique there is no such constraint and the subcarrier can be shared by more than one user in the same time. Thus, the subcarriers that been allocated to cell-edge users to achieve fairness can be used by users with good channel conditions to improve the system spectral efficiency. In fact, from the information theory perspective, the only approach to achieve fairness among the users is by using nonorthogonal MA techniques [7] .
With subcarrier and power allocation, MC-LDSMA can significantly outperform current MA techniques in terms of spectral efficiency and fairness [2, 3, 6] . Even though the LDS structure imposes constraints on the number of users share the same subcarrier, the system performance can still be significantly improved by using MC-LDSMA technique. The spectral efficiency and fairness among users are increased by allowing more users share the subcarrier. However, high number of users per subcarrier is not necessary and satisfactory performance can be achieved with small number of users per subcarrier [2, 3] . These gains in the system-level performance can be translated into an increase in cell coverage, users supported in the cell and users' data rates.
Conclusion
The growing demand for efficient and high data-rate applications in cellular systems has attracted significant research attention to develop more efficient multiple access techniques. Many open problems remaining in the field that need to be tackled and open access journals can accelerate the progress in this research area by making the state of art developments freely available for all researchers. OMICS group of publications is one of the suitable places to share new research findings and make significant impact of ideas and solutions.
